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Description  
People want to believe that when a loved one dies we remain connected through a universal system of love, 
knowledge and guidance. Paul Lambillion gives us evidence of such connections in his new book, Angels Looking 
Through.  

The remarkable messages in Angels Looking Through come from the many cases of ordinary people Paul 
shares with us from his past 30 years of work in which he used his mediumistic abilities to facilitate conversations 
that bring greater understanding to the unfinished personal business left by death—the child who died, the marriage 
that didn’t fulfill its promise, or the simple bliss to share once more with someone much loved the details of what 
made their relationship so precious. Such exchanges begin a process that heals, alleviates guilt, or simply brings 
joy to the heart and confirmation that there is life after death. 
 
About the Author 
Paul Lambillion is a healer, clairvoyant, teacher and lecturer who has worked in a broad range of spiritual and 
metaphysical fields for over 30 years. He has written many articles and several books including Auras and 
Colours, How to Heal and Be Healed, Being Loving is Being Healthy, and Staying Cool, several appearing in 
foreign editions. His self-unfoldment recordings and Flower Chromatic Essenses are available from his website. 

Paul has appeared on television and broadcast on radio in various countries including the UK, Ireland, the 
USA and South Africa. He has clients all over the world and travels widely to present courses, trainings and to 
counsel corporate clients and individuals in the UK, Germany, Ireland, Austria, Switzerland, Austria, Lichtenstein, 
the USA, and Spain. 

In his earlier life he worked as a schoolmaster, fine artist, professional singer, and salesman. He currently 
resides in Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, UK and has three grown children, a granddaughter, and an affectionate, if 
sometimes manipulative, dog. 

Paul has a great love of life, a natural talent as a communicator and is an extremely humorous teacher, having 
touched the lives of many thousands of people. 

 
Reviews 
“Angels Looking Through will bring comfort to many looking for more evidence of life everlasting.” 
Shirley Billes, Personal and Spiritual Development Consultant 
 
“Paul’s effortless communications with Angels are truly loving and reassuring.”  
Katja Strasser, Numerologist and Healer 
 
“…a true gem, for those who value learning about the profound spiritual bond with life. 
Diane Haeger, Bestselling author 

 


